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40442, which accounts for more than 98% of all installations. In two regions called Naugo, work is underway to create manned vehicles. By the end of 2007, it is planned to develop unmanned systems STAR (START Station Advanced Research Project) and SRM (Secret Test Mission), which can become joint projects of the European
Space Agency and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Unsolvable technical problems accompany the work on the Juno project - in particular, to date, no free fuel cell has been found on the manned segment of the station, and due to the lack of fuel necessary to sustain the life of the crew, the station mission may
last even less than planned. In February 2009, NASA launched a program to develop the first two satellites to keep the station operational. The first satellite will be launched on March 21, 2009. The second satellite, "Solar Orbiter" ("Solar Orbital Messenger") will be sent into orbit on March 22, 2009. The first launch of the satellite was
unsuccessful and caused a fire during delivery to the launch site. The failure was hidden, but the purpose of the second apparatus is doubtful, since it will not include autonomous life support systems necessary to create an orbit around the Sun, which is needed to reach the planet Jupiter in the future for many years (in particular, before

Jupiter Excess Gas maneuvers orbits). "Explorer-1" July 17 - August 5, 2010, which was successfully launched into space by two European rockets, is intended for the study of the solar system and experiments on the movement of solar plasma in near space. The planet Mars is located approximately 17,784,685 km from Earth. Spirit is the
first American spacecraft to land on Mars and put on a return trajectory. The landing did not take place due to the failure of the rover - it failed due to the blockage of the Earth's magnetic field. The craft went out of control and made a dangerous landing. It was possible to land the device only on August 5, but it could not return back to

Earth - the rovers had insufficient technical characteristics that affect accuracy and fault tolerance. In 2009, work began to determine the parameters of the future Paphos. In May 2011, the first observations were received: Mars was much closer to Earth.
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